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Question 1 [20]

3\-1/2 _-1;
1.1 Given that the wavefunction of an electron is ‘VY = (1 a, ) 12ete , Where O< r < co

and ao is Bohr radius, evaluate:

1.1.1 The probability density p(x). (5)

1.1.2 The probability that the electron is within O< r < 2a (10)

1.2 Explain howto describe a system in quantum mechanics? (5)

Question 2 [20]

2.1 ‘The potential function for a particle in a finite box is defined as (10)

Vv, Osx <sL
V(x) =

0; otherwise

Sketch the graphof potential V(x) and find the solution for wavefunction in different

region.

2.2 Obtain the binding energy of a particle of mass m in one dimension due (10)

to the short-range potential V(x) = —Vo 8(x)

Question 3 [20]

3.1 Calculate the value of r at which the radial probability density of the hydrogen atom

reaches its maximum

3.1.1 n=1, l=0, m=0 (5)

3.1.2 l=n-1, m=0 (10)

Given

: 3/2 ! ‘
2\" (7—]—1)! 2r / 2rRy?) = — — j@=i- sae a nagpn sis

nag \ 2n[(r+)!P \nao nag

3.2. What can besaid about the Hamiltonian operatorif L: is constant in time? (5)



Question 4 [20]

4.1 Evaluate the matrix of L2 for /= 2. Whyis the matrix not diagonal? (10)

For |= 2, m;= 2,1,0, -1,-2

4.2 Evaluate the spin matrices Sy and S; for a particle with spin s = + (10)

Question 5 [20]

5.1 A particle is placed in a deformedinfinite potential well defined by the potential V(x), (10)

0; -4<x<0
V(x) = ’

0.5¢,; 0<x<¥

whereg,is the ground state energyofthe infinite well and L is the width of the well.

Evaluate the correction to the ground state energy of the system, regarding theinfinite

2
well as the unperturbed system. Given, ‘V, = Pcostx

5.2. Achargedparticle is bound in a harmonic oscillator potential Var kx, The systemis (10)

placed in an external electric field E that is constant in space and time. Calculate the

shift of the energy of the groundstate to order E?. The wave function of the ground

state of a harmonic oscillator is given as

_ a |
wz)= (x0) = ~i72 &XP (-52 x )

where

_ f|mw _ gk

= h’ Vm

Useful Standard Integral
nm

Plank constant h = 6.63 x 104Js fevay =Vn

fy" eyge n even
Speedoflight c = 3 x 10° m/s me n

0; n odd

1

reY oBy a)
Massof electron m = 9.11 x 10° kg fe e*'dy= e e

0

 


